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Subject of the Grievance
This case concerns the use of a contractor crew to replace a damaged pole. The job
assignment involved overtime.

Facts of the Case
On December 4, 2003 the weather reports predicted continuous storm activity for the north
coast. Local Division (T200) and GC (T300) crews were instructed to remain available for
storm related work. The GC crew was retained in the yard all day instead of being released
during regular work hours without pay based on inclement weather provisions. The GC crew
was released at 3:30 p.m., the end of their regular work hours.

Sometime during the morning, a distribution compliance supervisor discovered the damaged
pole at issue. He requested a Troubleman to switch the pole in the clear and a Division Crew
to clear the 12kv underbuild. When their work was completed, the supervisor and the T-Man
made the decision to contact the contractor, Mountain Power, to change out the pole. The
Supervisor contacted the contract crew about 1 p.m.

The Mountain Power crew arrived at the job site about 3:30 p.m. Their regular work hours
end at 4:30, however, they continued working beyond 4:30 to complete the job.

Discussion
The Union argued that the GC crew should have been assigned the restoration work before
using the contractor, since the contractor was to do pole replacement, not emergency
restoration and the GC crew was available.

Company responded that the contractor was hired to perform pole replacement and
emergency restoration to distribution and transmission facilities. Emergency restoration of a
single pole is typically Title 200, as is evidenced by the make safe response and decision to
utilize the contractor to replace the pole. It is Company's position that GC had no claim to
this work.



The PRC noted there was no 212 call-out and no 208 prearranged overtime assignment was
made. The work assignment was made during regular work hours and ran into overtime.
The PRC further noted that the 212 provisions do not apply to Title 300 employees.

Decision
No violation of the Agreement occurred. This case is closed without adjustment.
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